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1 Introduction
Release decisions address the early stage of a product’s life‐cycle. Release decisions are part of product
management, an emerging discipline that aims at improving the whole process of development ranging
from product requirements to design, implementation, product launch, and service. In its essence,
release planning is the process of defining the functionality of a sequence of product releases as part of
incremental development. Customers and stakeholders are continuously asking for more features or
revision of existing ones. But: Which ones to finally select for the next release and why? And: Which
features are not attractive enough and are better left out (or postponed)?
Product release planning relates to other well‐established disciplines of (incremental) development: (i)
requirements management, especially requirements prioritization, (ii) project planning and
management, and (iii) change and configuration management. A major part of the responsibility of a
product manager is to balance a variety of needs from markets, customers and stakeholders, and align
them into an optimized allocation of sparse resources [1].
Release planning is a challenging problem because of its size, the number of stakeholders involved in it,
the variety of variables that need to be looked at, and the uncertainty of the information it is relying
upon. The overall goal is to determine a “most promising” release plan such that the total degree of
satisfaction of all the different stakeholders is maximized.
The capability to react quickly to changed demands and to exploit efficiently the opportunities of new
technologies is a driving factor of a company’s success. There are, in general, very good reasons why
release planning is useful [2]:










Reducing risk: Continuous planning and re‐planning of releases will highlight some possible
roadblocks. These roadblocks can be related to lack of resources needed or lack of time available.
From performing continuous planning and re‐planning, an update is obtained all the time about the
likelihood of achieving the stated goals, either the original ones or the ones refined accordingly.
Reducing uncertainty: Release planning involves a number of uncertainties, which are caused by the
business conditions, the development processes and the people involved. Release planning allows
easily varying or adjusting the underlying assumptions and analyzing their consequences. That way,
the impact of uncertainty can be systematically elaborated and finally reduced.
Supporting better decision‐making: Good decisions are based on proper understanding of the
problem and well‐defined responsibilities for how to approach it. Planning supports both parts.
Good decisions also rely on the best information available. Planning is not just generating the plan,
but the process to qualify all re‐requisites for it. This automatically qualifies decision‐making as well.
Establishing trust: A release plan gives the customer an outlook which features can be expected in
which release and which release can be expected when. If this plan is then also implemented that
way, this likely creates trust on the customer side. This is even more so if the features planned are
the ones the customer is expecting. This adds to the trust in the sense that customers feel well
understood.
Conveying information: A release plan communicates the next stages of the product life‐cycle to all
involved stakeholders. With all the release plan information, stakeholders have a chance to compare
with other products (when they are the customers) or to organize the work to achieve stated
milestones (when they are the development team).

This document describes how to perform systematic release planning using the decision support system
ReleasePlanner®. The modeling and algorithmic aspects of the approach called EVOLVE II are described
in [2]. The main functionality of the tool is listed below:
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Generation of optimized release plan alternatives
Maintenance of a feature repository
Flexible modeling capabilities
Support of active stakeholder involvement in the different stages of the process
Comprehensive analysis capabilities
Support for proactive what‐if‐analysis
Reporting

2 Project set up
2.1 Preparation
2.1.1

Processes

Product release planning (or: Road‐mapping) is the process to decide which of the candidate features
are offered to users and customers at what release. The number of candidate features is typically far
more comprehensive than the resources available for realizing all them. Consequently, a proper decision
process needs to be put in place to ensure best possible results. This includes selection of the most
relevant stakeholders involved in this process.
Planning of product releases is part of a hierarchy of planning. The overall business success of a
company depends on a synchronized process between all these layers (strategic planning, portfolio
planning, product planning, release planning, and increment planning, daily planning). Daily and
operational planning becomes difficult if the proper release plan is missing. In the same way, release
plans related to a product assume a well‐aligned product and portfolio strategy. The latter are defined in
principle by the company’s strategy.
2.1.2

Motivation

Roadmaps are important planning, communication and marketing means. They facilitate better
alignment with business objectives as well as alignment with customer and user expectations. They
support proper project management and allow better communication between development,
management and other stakeholders. Roadmaps are a means for positioning and advertisement of
future product releases at the market.
2.1.3

Needs elicitation

Product release planning cannot be considered in isolation from other processes. Before starting with
the process of planning product releases, we need to make sure that some accompanying processes are
set‐up properly. First of all, it is the art of understanding the needs of the stakeholders, especially the
needs of the customers and users. This means substantial and guided effort in listening, analyzing, and
in specifying features adequately. The portfolio of techniques for that purpose is large and covers
interviews, group meetings, computer‐supported cooperative work, observation, questionnaires,
prototyping as well as scenarios, use cases and storyboarding.
2.1.4

Resource estimation

Implementation of features consumes different types of resources. Part of the planning challenge is to
make the most out of the resources available. For all features, the estimated consumption is one of the
key planning inputs. Estimation relies on expert judgment and/or analysis of former resource
consumption efforts. The quality of the data used for planning influences the quality of its results. This
means that systematic measurement and data collection procedures need to be established in an
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organization. For an overview on effort and resource estimation methods. The quality of the data is
never perfect (and can never be). But it is important to start with the planning and estimation processes
and provide means to continuously improve this process. The system is usable anytime and anywhere,
given that there is internet access.
2.1.5

Welcome to ReleasePlanner® - Login!

Figure 1. Login screen.

2.1.6

Project manager view

Once you are logged in, you see the list of projects (Figure 2) were you are a project manager
(coordinating the project) and/or a stakeholder. Each project needs to have nominated at least one
project manager. All existing projects can be edited, deleted, and exported to Microsoft Excel).

Figure 2. Existing projects.

2.1.7

Create a new project  Kick off

Project kick‐off starts with specifying key parameters of the planning. To facilitate the import of data, a
customized template is created. Planning criteria can be either selected from a set of predefined criteria
or can be determined context specific. The system considers criteria to be maximized (such as value,
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alignment with business objectives) or to be minimized (such as the different kinds of risk). Further
details of the planning project will be specified later.
In Figure 3, a sample screenshot is provided that shows the “Generate Custom Template” screen for
specification of key project data. It has the following parameters set (with sample data):








Objects of planning:
Planning horizon:
Planning criteria:
Maximum expected number of planning items:
Maximum expected number of planning groups:
Resources:
Stakeholders:

Requirements
Number of releases = 3
Urgency, value, volatility, and dissatisfaction.
Planning items = 25
Planning groups = 5
Number of resources considered = 7
Number of stakeholders = 9

2.2 Two ways to create a new project:
2.2.1

Excel Template Generator – RECOMMENDED!

The “Excel Template Generator” (Figure 3) will generate an Excel template ready to use.

Figure 3. Create custom excel template

2.2.2

Create Project – Online, only recommended for small projects

(For more information how to create a project online, please see appendix)!
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3 Data collection
3.1 Work with the Excel project worksheet
All the project information can be edited in different worksheets of the given MS Excel import template
(an overview is shown in Figure 4). This facilitates easy import into the ReleasePlanner® system. The
template is organized in four mandatory worksheets with all the project information. In addition a
number of optional worksheets related to re‐importing prioritization results are offered:

Figure 4. Excel worksheets.

Note: The data in the worksheet(s), (for example here) “Value”, “Frequency of Use”, “Dissatisfaction”,
and “Volatility”, are typically entered online by the stakeholders during the voting process. In addition
the data are used for re‐importing revised project data.
3.1.1

Worksheet “Project Information” (1)

This worksheet provides the key parameters and attributes for planning (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Project information.
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3.1.2



Worksheet “Resources” (2)

Description of the type of resources to be relevant for the planning, as well as the
(Cumulative) capacities for the release periods defined under “Project Information” (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Resources.

3.1.3

Worksheet “Features” (3)

This sheet describes all the feature related project information (Figure 7).







Groups of features (if any)
List of features and their description
Possible pre‐assignment of features
Coupling precedence relationships between features
Group memberships
Resource estimates for each feature in terms of the resource types defined under “Resources”.
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Figure 7. Description of features, requirements, etc. related project information.

3.1.4

Worksheet “Stakeholders” (4)

The stakeholder worksheet (Figure 8) gives all the information related to stakeholders, for example
name and email, relative importance (weight), and their access rights for voting in dependence of the
criteria and the group of features (default: TRUE for all combinations of groups and criteria).
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Figure 8. Information related to the stakeholders.

Note: The stakeholder(s) access right for voting in dependence of the criteria and die groups of features
is TRUE for all combinations of groups and criteria (Figure 8).

3.2 Import project data from Excel
After entering all information into the Excel template you are ready to import the date into the
ReleasePlanner® system (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Import new project from Excel template.

3.3 Stakeholder notification
Figure 10 shows the list of all the stakeholders you entered in the Excel “Stakeholder” worksheet. Select
the ones you want to notify and click “Go”. As shown in Figure 11 there is a sample message ready to be
used or create your own text.
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Figure 10. Project information.

Figure 11. Stakeholder voting invitation.

The selected stakeholder(s) will receive an email with a link to navigate directly to the system and be
logged in into their account (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Stakeholder notification message.

4 Stakeholder voting (prioritization)
4.1 Stakeholders
Based upon the stakeholder(s) role in the organization and in the actual product development process,
their roles in the planning process need to be specified explicitly. The tool allows specific assignments
depending on the process step you also can add an existing stakeholders ore create a new stakeholder
account (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Stakeholder screen – Add existing stakeholder(s) or create a new stakeholder(s).

Allowing stakeholders anywhere, anytime access not only provides more flexibility in the actual
prioritization process, but is likely to provide more objectivity in general. The only requirement for doing
this is the availability of a computer with access to the Internet. Critical stakeholders can be invited to
pre‐evaluate candidate features before asking a broader group of users, customers and other
stakeholders for their more detailed prioritization scores. In the prioritization step shown in Figure 14,
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stakeholders can be assigned to look at pre‐specified groups of features or look at feature prioritization
only from the perspective of a specific criterion. Likewise, effort estimation of features can be
performed based on expert stakeholder opinion, instead of just relying on the expertise of a single
person. Finally, a group of critical stakeholders can be included in the process step of evaluating the
generated planning alternatives to allow for a final decision about which release plan finally should be
implemented.
4.1.1

Stakeholder prioritization

Prioritization is a process which precedes the selection of features for a sequence of releases. The actual
prioritization process can be performed in a variety of ways. ReleasePlanner® employs a nine‐point
scale to articulate your preferences for items being prioritized. As a rule of thumb, for each criterion, a
rating of "9" corresponds to the best rating an item can receive, while a rating of "1" corresponds to the
worst rating. In general, this allows sufficient differentiation between the items.
To achieve meaningful results, you should try to be consistent between the priorities assigned to
features (eventually performing a cross‐check after initial prioritization). Use the “no opinion” option in
case you either do not know or do not understand the item being prioritized, and try to diversify the
priority between items (to avoid uniform treatment).

Figure 14. Sample screenshot for drag & drop based prioritization of features by stakeholders.

The prioritization is facilitated by a drag and drop feature (shown in Figure 14) that allows you to place
items into the designated boxes on the right of the screen. For proper judgment, description of both the
actual features (including possible attachments) and the actual prioritization criterion are visible. In the
case of “Cumulative voting” (enforced by the project or product manager), you have a limited number of
points to be distributed among all items. In this case, a quota will be displayed in the top right of the
prioritization page. A sample screenshot for a stakeholder prioritization is given in Figure 14. For a more
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detailed description of the whole process of prioritization, we refer to the stakeholder prioritization
tutorial available at http://www.releaseplanner.com/prioritization_tutorial.htm

4.2 Stakeholder analysis
4.2.1

The stakeholder voting analysis wizard

The “Stakeholder voting analysis wizard” allows you to select the feature groups you would like to
analyze as well as to select the criteria to be displayed (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Stakeholder voting analysis wizard.

4.2.2

Voiceofthestakeholder analysis

Once the stakeholders have entered their priorities, analysis of their opinions can occur. Based on the
computation of weighted priority averages for each feature and each criterion, a ranking of features can
be done. This ranking is possible for each individual criterion as well as for a combined objective. For the
combined objective, a linear combination of all the individual objectives is determined using the factors
of relative importance for each criterion.
In addition to the pure ranking, stakeholder analysis also offers for each feature the level of
disagreement between stakeholder priorities. Using statistical variance, the disagreement is higher the
higher the value of the variance. Features can be ordered according to this level of disagreement as well.
As a result, you will get an ordering of the features in correspondence to the degree of conformance
between stakeholder opinions. This is important information, as it can be used for subsequent meetings
and decision‐making to indicate where the strongest need for discussion is. A sample screenshot from
stakeholder voting analysis is given in Figure 16. Finally, all the results can be taken from a generated
stakeholder voting report (PDF file).
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Figure 16. Voice‐of‐the stakeholder analysis.

5 Optimization
5.1 Generation of optimized plans
“On‐the‐fly” solutions generated in an ad hoc manner are likely to not utilizing effort most effectively.
To determine the right blend of features against the capacities available, specialized optimization
algorithms are applied. As the problem in general is very complex, we often have to be satisfied with
solutions being close to optimal, not necessarily exactly optimal. To address the trade‐off between
quality of solutions and computation time, the user has three options to choose from (Figure 17): a 5
second time limit, a 30 second time limit, and a flexible time limit. The user can expect better results the
longer the solution algorithm is running.

Figure 17. Solution set optimization.
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From each optimization run, five alternative solutions are generated. The subsequent analysis wizard
will help the user to find the best fit between proposed plans and objective needs. The analysis wizard
includes structural analysis, analysis of the quality of plans, stakeholder excitement analysis, analysis of
resource consumption and analysis of the conformance between alternative plans. At each analysis step,
the user can make a pre‐selection related to which group of features and which of the alternatives
should be looked at.

6 Analysis
6.1 Structural analysis
Our key assumption for introducing diversification among a set of alternative solutions is that a single
solution is less likely to reflect the real‐world problem solving needs when compared to a portfolio of
qualified solutions which are structurally diversified (see Error! Reference source not found. for
technical details). In ReleasePlanner®, this principle is implemented by offering five alternative solutions
all the time at which you aim to solve the problem.
An example of five diversified solutions is shown in Figure 18. Each of the five columns represents a
solution alternative, where all of the solutions are close to optimum, but structurally different. This can
be seen from the structure: The different colors of each (Feature, Solution) entry represents the
different options (including the option to be postponed) for the feature to be released. The different
alternatives represent qualified solutions to the actual planning problem. The product or project
manager is expected to do some further analysis of which of the five alternatives might be the best fit to
all the explicit and implicit objective and constraints of the real‐world planning problem.

Figure 18. Five alternative portfolio plans.

6.2 Analysis of the quality of plans
Plans can be evaluated in terms of the stakeholder feature points achieved and the related degree of
(guaranteed) optimality of all the plans. Furthermore, this step provides the information about how
many features are offered at each release for the different alternative plans. The plans are arranged in
decreasing order according to their optimality, i.e., the plans in “Alternative 1” is always the plan having
the highest performance in terms of the stakeholder feature points achieved.
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6.3 Stakeholder excitement analysis
For a given plan x, a stakeholder “excitement profile” is defined for each stakeholder’s scoring related to
one of the specified planning criteria. It provides information of the expected reaction of the
stakeholder in terms of excitements (with the assignment of individual features), disappointments, and
surprises related to the assignment of the individual features. Two analysis options are offered this way:
One plan versus all stakeholders and one stakeholder versus alternative plans (Figure 19).

Figure 19. Solution set analysis.

To describe the different expected reactions on plans proposed when compared to the scores formerly
given, we introduce seven different categories. Their notation and meaning is as follows:








“VE” means
“E” means
“N” means
“D” means
“VD” means
“S” means
“VS” means

“very excited”
“excited”
“neutral”
“disappointed”
“very disappointed”
“surprised” and
“very surprised”.

The stakeholder “scoring versus plan” excitement table assigns one of the seven values for each possible
combination between scores (from 1 to 9) and release number proposed by the plan under
consideration. A sample excitement analysis screenshot is given in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Analysis of projected excitement for seven stakeholders with plan alternative 1.

The stakeholder excitement profile provides valuable information about the expected acceptance of a
proposed release plan alternative. Assume the different stakeholder excitement profiles for a selected
planning criterion are known for all the stakeholders and for all the set of five optimized alternative
solutions. Then this information can be used to create a preference relationship between the plans
based on the number of excitements or the number of disappointments. Different strategies could be
applied to determine the most preferred plan. The most preferred plan might be:




The plan with the highest number of excitements for a given set of (top) stakeholders.
The plan with the smallest number of disappointments for a given set of (top) stakeholders
The plan with the biggest difference between excitements and disappointments for a given set of
(top) stakeholders.

6.4 Quality of solutions
This analysis step compares the five generated alternatives in terms of their performance. This
performance is measured by a utility function composed by a linear combination of the chosen planning
criteria.
For each alternative, the absolute value gives the score of the utility function. Roughly speaking: The
higher the score, the higher the match with the expectations of the stakeholders (Figure 21).
The number in brackets gives the guaranteed degree of optimality for this alternative. In order to
achieve an even higher degree of optimality (if needed), more computational time would be needed.
The green bar highlights the alternative with the highest score. However, the final selection of your
preferred alternative might include additional considerations (such as resource consumption and/or the
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structure) and/or might be the results of performing a what‐if analysis to plan with modified
parameters.

Figure 21. Quality evaluation of plan alternatives.

6.5 Analysis of resource consumption
The different solutions can be further analyzed. For that, the resource consumption of each alternative
for all the involved resources can be studied. The consumption at each release interval is represented as
a percentage of the available capacity. Resources being at 100% capacity for a certain solution represent
bottlenecks, i.e., in order to offer more features, an extension of the resource capacity would be
needed. The absolute resource consumption for each alternative can be seen by clicking on the cell that
corresponds to the alternative and resource you wish to view.
In addition to the cumulative resource consumption for all features of a specific release, you can also
view at the individual consumptions per feature. For that, just click “View details” for a specific resource
and solution for which you are interested. Figure 22 gives a screenshot combining the cumulative view
and a detailed view looking at the “technical analyst” resource in alternative 1.

Figure 22. Resource consumption of plan alternatives.

6.6 Conformance analysis between plans
In the final step of the analysis wizard, there is additional information about the conformance of
assignments of features to releases when looking at the five alternative solutions (Figure 23).
Remember, these alternative solutions were created to show the range of possible differences. If, under
this premise, all the solutions are the same in the assignment of a specific feature, then we have a good
reason to follow this recommendation for the final decision to be made.
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Figure 23. Comparison of structural commonalities between alternative plans.

6.7 Whatif analysis
All the proposed solutions can be exported into MS Excel. In general, before making the final decision, it
is often useful to evaluate the impact of parameter changes on the proposed solutions. From running
different scenarios we will get a better chance of fully understanding the structure and dependencies
within the problem.
Planning product features is often done informally or at least without rigorous data and process. We
consider the result of this process as the baseline solution. ReleasePlanner® not only creates optimized
alternative plans, but also allows comparison of these plans with a baseline solution. The baseline
solution can be imported from MS Excel by applying a given template (see Figure 24 for illustration).
Even if the baseline solution has a lower value in terms of the stated utility function, it is not
automatically worse than the optimized one(s). However, the comparison provides valuable insights
about where improvements could be achieved.

Figure 24. Import of baseline release plan applying the given template.
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There are different what if analysis options you can choose from. To leave this mode, click on “exit what
if analysis mode” (Figure 25).

Figure 25. What if analysis mode.

7 Reporting
In general, exporting project data allows distribution of planning information to relevant decision‐
makers, and/or to use the information for creating additional graphs and charts out of the data.
ReleasePlanner® provides different options for export of project data and planning results. Under “My
project Information”, project data can be exported (after having been modified within the system).
There are two formats for export: PDF and MS Excel (Figure 26 and Figure 27). Export is possible after
having performed stakeholder’s priorities analysis and after creating optimized release plan alternatives.

Figure 26. Select alternatives to include in the report (PDF).
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Figure 27. Select alternatives to include in the report (Microsoft Excel).

8 Finalization
The top goal of the whole planning process is to create a plan which is best possible in the given context.
From knowing the “theoretically best’ plan alternatives and from integration of this knowledge with the
expertise of the human experts, there is a very good chance that the product manager finds the most
attractive roadmap. This roadmap needs to receive all the necessary internal and external commitments
in order to be implemented.
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10 Appendix
10.1 How to create a project online? Step 1:
The project manager has the opportunity to create a project “Online”.





Enter a short project name and a brief description of your project. The project name will help
identify your project and can be seen by stakeholders that you invite to provide input on your
project.
Select the number of future releases you wish to plan for. By default the system plans for two
releases.
Select your planning objects (requirements, feature, service, project, asset, or give a custom name
to your planning object).

Figure 28. Create a project online.

10.2 Create project  Step 2:
How do you want your stakeholders to vote? Just click on “view explanation” and read the explanations
to make the right decision.
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Figure 29. How do you want your stakeholders to vote?

10.3 Create project  Step 3:
Please select the planning criteria for your new project. The planning criteria will determine which
stakeholder voting scheme will be used. These criteria determine the stakeholders' perspective for
prioritization. For each criterion, please indicate if there is a direct or indirect relationship. Defaults are
provided (you can read more in “view explanation”, Figure 30).
Note: The planning criteria can only be set at project creation time.

Figure 30. Planning criteria.

10.4 Create project  Step 4:
Please select the weights (degree of relative importance) for each planning criterion. Numbers range
from 0 (none) to 9 (Extremely High). As well enter a description for each of the planning criterion this
description will be available for stakeholders to view while prioritizing. Once the project is created
descriptions cannot be changed.
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Figure 31. Select the weights (degree of relative importance) for each planning criterion.

10.5 Create project  Step 5:
Do you want to customize the names of releases? Default release names have been provided for you.
Please indicate the relative importance for each release. Numbers range from 0 (none) to 9 (Extremely
High, please “view explanation”).

10.6 What does "Relative Importance of Releases" mean?
Releases can be assigned a degree of (relative) importance. This value is called the “Relative Importance
of Releases”.
The relative importance ratio between two consecutive time (release) periods describes how much
more important it is to have an object (e.g., feature) in the former period than in the latter. For example,
weights 9, 3, and 1 (for three periods) indicate that it is always three times more important to have a
project in a former release than a latter (Release 1 versus Release 2, same for Release 2 versus Release
3).

Figure 32. Customize release names – indicate the relative importance.
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10.7 Create project  Step 6:
Confirm your project data und create the project.

Figure 33. Project creation.

After project creation, all the project information below has to be added directly into the
ReleasePlanner® system.






Resource types & capacities
Requirement groups
Requirements
Requirement dependencies
Resources
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